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PREFACE
This report was prepared by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West
(MDAC-W) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) under
Contract NAS7-811L, COM 26l. It is required in order to provide the detailed
test objectives in support of the Extended Long Tank Delta launch of the AE-C
spacecraft. The document satisfies the requirements specified by Mission
Specification No. 203-02-00077, Revision Letter D.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is the sponsor of the Delta
Program. The McDonnell Douglas Corporation is the prime contractor for the
Extended Long Tank Delta vehicle.
ABSTRACT
This document contains the flight objectives for the Extended Long Tank Delta
AE-C spacecraft mission. Included in the document are the trajectory printout
and radar parameters.
The General Test Plan, Data and Support Requirements, Model Specification,
Range Safety Trajectory and Aerodynamic Data, Orbital Error Analysis, and the
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The basic objective of the Delta Program is to provide a series of space research
vehicles capable of accomplishing diverse space-probe and orbital missions.
This document contains the detailed test planning for launching the Atmospheric
Explorer-C (AE-C) spacecraft (manufactured by Radio Corporation of America).
The AE-C mission is the first in a series of three Atmospheric Explorer
spacecraft missions. The AE-C spacecraft has been designed to survey the
global response of the atmosphere to solar radiation. The purpose of the
Atmospheric Explorer Program is to make cause and effect studies and carry
out the simultaneous measurements that are needed to achieve a detailed




MISSION AND VEHICLE OBJECTIVES
2.1 PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
The primary launch vehicle objective of the AE-C mission is the satisfactory
injection of the spacecraft into the specified final orbit.
2.1.1 Evaluation Criteria
The Detailed Test Objective (DTO) trajectory was designed to satisfy the
following mission orbit requirements:
A. Apogee Altitude It, 300 km (integrated)
B. Perigee Altitude 156.6 km
C. Inclination 68.1 deg
D. Latitude at Perigee 13 deg
The DTO trajectory also satisfies the following mission requirements:
1. Spacecraft separation is to occur 2 minutes after acquisition
of signal at the Santiago, Chile, radar site (elevation angle,
E*, equals 8.8 deg).
2. The positive z-axis of the spacecraft is normal to the orbit
plane at spacecraft separation and is directed toward the sun.
The trajectory was shaped for a 1,500-pound spacecraft to be injected into




Demonstration of satisfactory first stage and second stage performance is
required. Demonstration of satisfactory operation of checkout and launch





The Detailed Test Objective (DTO) trajectory simulation satisfies the require-
ments established for the primary objective of the AE-C mission.
The AE-C spacecraft will be launched from the Western Test Range (WTR) at an
initial flight azimuth of 196 degrees. The Delta vehicle Model 1900 will be
utilized to inject the spacecraft into the desired orbit.
3.2 ORBIT PARAMETERS
The DTO trajectory simulation is designed to place the AE-C spacecraft into an
8U.6 x2,321.8 nautical mile (integrated) orbit* with an inclination of 68.1
degrees. The spacecraft will be injected such that the argument of perigee
will be approximately 166 degrees; the latitude at perigee will be 13 degrees
north. The following parameters at spacecraft injection (second .stage engine
cutoff: SECO) yield the desired orbit:
Altitude (n.mi.) 85.^ 9
Inertia! Velocity (ft/sec) 28,5^7-78
Inertial Elevation Flight Path Angle (deg) -0.261+2
Inertial Azimuth Flight Path Angle (deg) 157.3691*
3.3 VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
The Delta launch vehicle Model 1900 consists of an Extended Long Tank booster
with the MB-3 engine augmented by nine Castor II solid motors with low-drag
nose cones, a 65-inch diameter Transtage (e = 26.3:1) second stage, and a
65-inch fairing. The first and second stage propulsion parameters incorporated
in this DTO trajectory were obtained from References 1 and 2, respectively. A
tag specific impulse (I8p = 29^ .3) was incorporated into the second stage
propulsion simulation in order to approximate the actual second stage assigned
to the AE-C mission. The first stage performance was degraded by 36 feet per
second to be consistent with the observed actual performance obtained from a
statistical combination of past flights (Reference 3) .The aerodynamic character-
istics were obtained from References U and 5.
*Altitudes are based on an equatorial radius: 3,^ 3.93 n.mi.
3-1
3.it TRAJECTORY SHAPING PARAMETERS':'.. .:•:••
The DTO trajectory simulation is designed,for the vehicle to "be launched from
Pad SLC-2W at the Western Test Range. The geographical location of the launch
pad and the South Vandenberg Air Force Base NASA T/M Station coordinates are
given in Table 3-1. Geodetic parameters used in the trajectory calculations
are given in Table 3-2. The trajectory- sequences are listed in Table 3-3; this
table indicates that six of the nine Castor II solid motors are ignited at liftoff
while the remaining, three are ignited 39 seconds after liftoff. All nine burned-
out solid motor casings are jettisoned at 96 seconds. The spacecraft fairing is
jettisoned at,. 285 seconds, .which satisfies the maximum free molecular heating
rate constraint of 0.1 BTU/ft -second. The .vehicle control program is presented
in Table 3-^ . The weight summary and propulsion parameters are given in





























Rotating oblate spherlod with
a) Equatorial radius « 20,9i>:>-,722 ft.
b) Polar radius « 20,855',5oi ft.
2. Gravity (attractive potential of the earth):
W(r c , p ' ) GM
Jr 2





* 35 " {35 p' •'
where:
r » instantaneous distance from the center of the earth
c
 to the vehicle, (ft)
p1 » instantaneous vehicle geocentric latitude, (deg)
r • equatorial radius of the earth, (f t)
J •• 1.62kl x 10~3 (second zonal harmonic)
J • i?.30 x 10~k (third zonal harmonic)
J^ - 7-96 x 1CT6 (fourth zonal harmonic)
GM - 1.1*076532 x 1016 ft3/sec2 (product of the gravitational
constant and the mass of the earth)
3. Atmosphere
U.S. Standard Atmosphere of 1962
it. Constants
a) one nautical mile " 6076.11^ ft.






0.000 Stage I Liftoff
2.000 Begin Stage I Roll Program
10.000 Begin Stage I Pitch Program
10.000 Begin Stage I Yaw Program
16.000 End First Pitch Rate - Stage I
16.000 End First Roll Rate - Stage I
16.000 End First Yaw Rate - Stage I
20.500 Begin Second Pitch Rate - Stage I
37.000 End Second Pitch Rate - Stage I
37.000 Begin Third Pitch Rate - Stage I
38.6ll4 Solid Motor Burnout (six)
39.000 Ignition Solid Motors (three)
50.000 End Third Pitch Rate - Stage I
50.000 Begin Fourth Pitch Rate - Stage I
60.000 End Fourth Pitch Rate - Stage I
60.000 Begin Fifth Pitch Rate - Stage I
75-000 End Fifth Pitch Rate - Stage I
75.000 Begin Sixth Pitch Rate - Stage I
77.81U Solid Motors Burnout (three)
85.000 End Sixth Pitch Rate - Stage I
85.000 Begin Seventh Pitch Rate - Stage I
96.000 Jettison Solid Motor Casings (nine)
100.000 End Seventh Pitch Rate - Stage I
100.000 Begin Second Roll Rate - Stage I
100.000 Begin Second Yaw Rate - Stage I





TIME (SEC) . . EVENT
120.000 End Stage I Yaw Program
120.000 Begin Eighth Pitch Rate - Stage I
269.559 End Stage I Pitch Program
269.559 MECO
275.559 Vernier Engine Cutoff
277.559 Stage I-II Separation
281.559 Stage II Ignition Signal
281.859 . Stage II 88 Percent Chamber Pressure
283.559 Begin Stage II Pitch Program
285.000 Jettison Fairing
611.087 Second Engine Cutoff Command
611. U32 End Stage II Pitch Program
511.1*32 Second Engine Cutoff
630.000 Perigee of Final Orbit (Latitude = 13.0°N)
660.000 Begin Coast Phaee Yaw Program
760.000 End Coast Phase Yaw Program
1375.652 Acquisition of Signal - Santiago
, (E* = 8 . 8 Degrees)
1U59.000 Begin spin-up maneuver
1^95.652 Jettison Stage II, Activate Retro System
,?062.268 Loss of Signal - Santiago
(E* = 5 Degrees)
2636.095 • Acquisition of Signal - Johannesburg
(E* = 5 Degrees).
2908.931 Acquisition of Signal - Tananarive
(E* = 5 Degrees)
2 . 3 H U Apogee of Final Orbit
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Second Stage Useful Load
AE-C Spacecraft 1500 Ib







Nitrogen used during coast and first burn
Ablative Expendables
Second Stage Engine Cutoff






First to Second Stage Adapter
Dry Booster





Main Engine Stop Losses
Main Engine Cutoff
Liquid Propellants Consumed
Liquid Propellants and Gases Vented































AE-C WEIGHT SUMMARY .
ITEM WEIGHT (LB)
28. Solid Motor Cases (Three) >77?.9
29. Solid Motor Propellent and Inerts 1*9572.2
Consumed (Six)
30. Solid Motor Propellant and Inerts 21*78$ .1
Consumed (Three)
31. Solid Motor Start Losses (Three) 57.0
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Vehicle and trajectory parameters used in the preparation of the AE-C mission
DTO trajectory are described in this section. Also discussed are the instan-
taneous impact points, flight azimuth selection, coast phase maneuvers, second
stage propellent requirements, and radar parameters. A trajectory printout
key and definition of symbols are included with the trajectory printout in the
appendix.
4.1 NOMINAL TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
Trajectory conditions at orbit injection (SECO) and the corresponding orbital
parameters are listed in Table 4-1. Table 4-2 presents such additional para-
meters as velocity, altitude, flight path angles, etc., at significant time
points from liftoff to injection. Pertinent mission trade factors are
presented in Table 4-3. Axial force coefficients and altitude, velocity,
and axial acceleration histories are presented in Figures 4-1 through 4-4,
respectively. The boost phase environmental parameters are presented in
Figures 4-5 and 4-6.
4.2 INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT POINT TRACE
The nominal first and second stage vacuum instantaneous impact points (IIP)
for a premature engine cutoff are printed in the glide phase portion of the
trajectory. For convenience, the vacuum impact points up to the time at vhich
the second stage achieves orbit are tabulated in Table 4-4. Figure 4-7
displays the nominal IIP trace.
4.3 FLIGHT AZIMUTH SELECTION
Based on past flight experience, a flight azimuth of 196 degrees vas chosen.
This azimuth provides an acceptable trajectory from a range safety standpoint
and satisfies the mission requirements with an adequate performance margin.
A large first stage yaw maneuver is necessary to attain the desired orbit
inclination; however, the vehicle IIP trace does not cross the South American
land mass (see Figure 4-7).
4.4 COAST PHASE MANEUVERS
After injection (SECO) into the desired orbit, the launch vehicle performs a
yaw maneuver to orient the spacecraft pitch axis normal to the orbit plane with
the +Z-axis of the spacecraft toward the sun. The +Z-axis is aligned with the
centerline of the vehicle pointing aft; therefore, the second stage is to be
yawed away from the sun. Based on the current launch window of approximately
4-1
0553 to 0653 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), a yaw left maneuver is required. Prior
to spacecraft separation, the second stage is spun up to approximately 10 rpm.
A cursory investigation indicates that approximately 20 seconds should be allowed
for this maneuver. The nominal spacecraft separation will occur 120 seconds
after the acquisition of signal of the Santiago, Chile, tracking station
(1,1*95.652 seconds after liftoff).
U.5 SECOND STAGE PROPELLANT REQUIRMENTS
The nominal second stage propellant consumption (PC) is 97.80 percent at SECO.
The mean propellant utilization to depletion is established at 99.722 percent.
This establishes a command shutdown probability in excess of 99 percent based
on an assumed sigma propellant utilization requirement of 0.55 percent
(Reference 6). The corresponding velocity reserve of the second stage is 532
feet per second.
U.6 RADAR PARAMETERS
Table ^-5 presents the geographic locations of the following radar stations:
A. South Vandenberg Air Force Base NASA T/M
B. Vandenberg Air Force Base T/M
C. Santiago, Chile
D. Tananarive, Madagascar
E. Johannesburg, South Africa
Tables k-6 through U-10 present the radar parameters (i.e., slant range, radar
azimuth, radar elevation, and radar look angles) for each of these stations,
respectively. The South Vandenberg Air Force Base NASA T/M radar data are also
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Table 4-10 (Continued) i
AE-C SPACECRAFT MISSION
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Table U-10 (Concluded) i.
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The current sequence of events table for the AE-C alesion has not been
completed at the time of publication of this DTO report; it will be
transmitted to NASA vhen it becomes available.
5-1
Section 6
DTO WEIGHT SUMMARY AHD INFLIGHT MASS PROPERTIES HISTORY
Table 6-1 is a DTO weight summary for the AE-C mission; the spacecraft mass
properties presented in the table are taken from Mission Specification No.
203-02-00077. Revision Letter D. Table 6-1 was prepared subsequent to the
DTO trajectory simulation. Table 3-5 reflects the veighta used in the DTO
trajectory simulation.
Figures 6-1 through 6-10 provide an inflight mass properties history in
graphical form for the AE-C mission. Major events depicted in these
figures are indicated below:
ITEM TIME (SECORDS)
Liftoff 0.000
Solid Motor Burnout (6) 38.6lfc
Solid Motor Ignition (3) 39.000
Solid Motor Burnout (3) 77.8lU
Solid Motor Jettison (9) 96.000
MECO 269.559
VECO 275.559






















Attach Fitting Adapter (1B9598U-1)




HELIUM (2 BOTTLE SYSTEM)





























































FIRST TO SECOND STAGE ADAPTER DSV-3N-2A
(S/N 20008)
DRY BOOSTER DSV-3N-1A (S/N 20008) (585)











Fuel (Includes 11 pounds vernier refill)

















































LIQUID PROPELLANTS CONSUMED .
Fuel
Liquid Oxygen




SOLID MOTOR CASES (6) (FIRST BURN)
Solid Motor Cases (6)
MDAC Modifications
Cork Insulation
SOLID MOTOR CASES (3) (SECOND BURN)
Solid Motor Cases (3)
MDAC Modifications
Cork Insulation
SOLID MOTOR PROPELLANTS & INERTS
CONSUMED (6) (FIRST BURN)
Propellants
Inert Loss During Burning






























ITEM WEIGHT (LBS). WEIGHT (LBS)
1*5. SOLID MOTOR PROPELLANT & INERTS ' . 2U,81*6















Oxidizer in tank at liftoff
Fuel in tank at liftoff
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STAGEH AND P A Y L O A D































































S T A G E U A N D P A Y L O A D C E N T E R O F G R A V I T Y








































S T A G E H A N D P A Y L O A D ROLL MOMENT OF NEK'T IA










STAGE H " A N D PAY LOAD PITCH MOMENT OF INERTIA

















STAGEIT AND PAYLOAD YAW MOMENT OF I N E R T I A















INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS AND
GROUND MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS
The instrumentation channel assignments for the AE-C mission are
presented in Table 7-1.
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Roll angular change over msec period
Roll attitude error
Pitch angular change over msec period
Pitch attitude error
Yaw angular chance over 20 msec period
Yaw attitude error
Roll DAC or on/off output
Pitch DAC or on/off output











Vehicle output discrete word #1
Vehicle output discrete word #2
Orthonormalixation parameter
Computer self check status word
Clock time
Increment of velocity gained in body
coordinates over 20 msec period
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INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS - AE-C MISSION















\ Most significant word of the attitude '
transformation natrix from bodj" to inertial •
coordinates
Adjusted clock tine used to sequence all
vehicle operation.
t'
Tul J ID FLAG Jndicatinc c'.rrror.t v.rea cf puidance
confutations.
y
a Acceleration alony vehicle thrust axis
node
1*2 Present velocity in computational coordinates
'*5 Present position in computational
coordinates •
1:0 Total velocity chance over guidance interval
OiTI&IOM
MtutOHHmtJ. nouai
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x) [n (x) j
Parameter
Subfrone sync word - fixed value «
0531*lll6 (octal)
ID word - fixed value * 67^32222 (octal)
FLAG indicating current area of guidance
computations
Tine-tOrgo to end of stage
Tine adjustment along orbit
Position to be gained over rest of stage
excluding present curve-fit segment
Difference between predicted and noninai
position at end of stage
Present predicted acceleration of vehicle
from curve fit data
Subfraaie sync word-fixed value «»
053141116 (octal)
ID word - fixed value = 671*33333 (octal) .
FLAG indicating current area of guidance
computations
Closed-loop guidance steering pitch rate
Closed-loop guidance steering yaw rate
Predicted position error in body coordinate
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Predicted position error in body coordinates
Q'relaunch - gyro bias corrections]
Predicted velocity error in body coordinates
[Prelaunch - alignment error correction]
Present acceleration error in body
coordinates
Subframe sync vord - fixed value =
0531*1116 (octal)
ID word - fixed value = 6"W^ (octal)
FLAG indicating current area of guidance
computations
Storage location for single shot parameters
Roll rate tine varying gain
Roll attitude.tine varying gain
Pitch rate time varying gain
Pitch attitude tin*; varying gain
Correction in time-to-go
Closed-loop targeting constants table
pointer
Roll-rate filter table pointer
Pitch-rate filter table pointer
'^ ' •
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3.3 PCI! Telemetry Parameters (Second StaGe TO Channel G) (Ccnt'd)








Yaw-rate filter table pointer
Type of steering indicator
Subfrare sync word - fixed value =
053U1116 (octal)
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. ' Table 7rl (Concluded)
INSTRUMENTATION .CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS- AE-C MISSION
5.0 GENERAL MOTES
5.1 Instrumentation^Launch Priority Definitions
Priority 1: Channels classified priority one shall be properly functioning
at liftoff. Launch permission shall-not be granted 'until mal-
functions of priority one channels are Isolated and corrected.
A priority one channel is so classified because:
. 1. The channel is mandatory to determine vehicle launch status.
2. The channel is mandatory to monitor hazardous systems
(Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Ordnance).
3. The channel is mandatory to evaluate malfunctions in
vehicle?-primary systems.
Priority 2: Channels classified priority two may be nonoperational for
flight if:
1. The malfunction is isolated.
2. The malfunction will conclusively have no impact on vehicle
performance..
Priority two channel is so classified because:
1. The parameter, although necessary to verify launch status,
is also monitored on AGE.
2. The channel is 'backed up* by other instrumentation where
potentially destructive system are beinft monitored.
3. The channel is required to reconstruct vehicle flight
trajectory and propulsion perforrr.nce i.e., Hydraulics,
Pneumatics, auto pilot control, engine.
U. The channel is part of an R&l) instrumentation mod, is
implemented for limited effectivity, and its loss will
impact future analysis for which the R&D instrumentation
vas required.
Priority 3: Channels classified priority three need not be operational for
flight. Launch permission shall not be granted until the fault
is isolated. Repair of the malfunction shall proceed only if
launch schedules are not impacted. Launch preparations shall
proceed upon verification that vehicle functions or higher
priority channels are not impaired by a priority three channel
malfunction.
Priority three channels are so classified because:
1. They are not priority one or two.
2. They are not required to establish vehicle launch status.
3. They are not necessary to evaluate vehicle mission
performance.













GROUND MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS - AE-C MISSION
Following are the parameters to be ground monitored. These are measurements
of the key missile functions to be monitored in the blockhouse prior to
missile liftoff. The assignments include key Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE)
parameters to be monitored in the blockhouse prior to missile liftoff.
First Stage
ITEM PARAMETER
1 Main Fuel Tank Top Pressure
2 Main.Liquid Oxygen Tank Top Pressure
3 Fuel Start Tank Pressure
U Liquid Oxygen Start Tank Pressure
5 Engine & Control High Pressure Bottles
6 Engine Regulator Discharge Pressure
7 5 Volt Reference
8 Command Destruct Receiver Arm Signal
9 Missile Battery
10 Main Liquid Oxygen Tank Levels
(95, 99 and 100 percent)
11 Solid Motor Set #1 Interface Connector
(Motors 1, 2, 3)
12 Solid Motor Set #2 Interface Connector
(Motors 4, 5, 6)
13 Solid Motor Set #3 Interface Connector
(Motors 7, 8, 9)
11* P.I.P. Svitch Monitor S300
15 F.I.P. Switch Monitor S301
16 Separation Arm Bus Monitor
17 Separation Arm Bus Monitor
18 Ignition Arm Bus Monitor
19 Ignition Arm Bus Monitor
20 FABU Current
21 Engine Heaters Current
22 Lube Line Low Point Temperature
23 Engine Section Temperature
2U Helium Bottle Pressure
25 Command Destruct Receiver AGC




0 - 800 psig
0 - 800 psig
0 - 5,000 psig
0 - 800 psig
0-5 volts
Light
26 - 30 volts
Light


















GROUND MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS - AE-C MISSION
Second Stage
ITEM PARAMETER
1 Oxidizer Tank Pressure
2 Helium Bottle Pressure
3 Nitrogen Regulated Pressure
k Fuel Tank Gas Pressure
5 Helium Regulated Pressure
6 Nitrogen Bottle Pressure
7 Control Battery Voltage
8 Instrumentation Battery Voltage
9 5V Divided Internal Bus
10 Compartment
11 Fairing Inlet Temperature
12 Fairing Outlet Temperature
13 Hydraulic Pressure
Ik Command Destruct Receiver No. 2 AGC
15 Command Destruct Receiver No. 2 Arm Signal
16 Command Destruct Receiver No. 2 Channel 5 Monitor
17 Command Destruct Receiver No. 1 AGC
18 Command Destruct Receiver No. 1 Arm Signal
19 Command Destruct Receiver No. 1 Channel 5 Monitor
20 Engine Battery Voltage
21 Nitrogen Bottle Skin Temperature
22 Helium Bottle Skin Temperature
23 Arm Relay #1 and #2 Monitor
2k Relay Status Monitor
25 Thrust and Ullage Off Monitor
26 Liftoff Monitor
27 Arm Bus Monitor
28 Arm #1 and #2 Discrete Monitor
RANGE
0 - 500 psia
Strip Chart
Strip Chart
0 - 500 psia
Strip Chart
Strip Chart
20 - 1*0 volts DC























GROUND MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS - AE-C MISSION
Second Stage (Concluded)
ITEM PARAMETER
29 IMU Logic Voltage
30 IMU Gyro Excitation
31 IMU Block Temperature
32 IMU GX SMRD
33 IMU GY SMRD
3U IMU GZ SMRD
35 IMU Wax Temperature
36 GC Temperature
37 GC Logic Voltage














1 Pneumatic Console Supply Pressure
2 3,000 psi Bank Pressure
3 750 psi Bank Pressure
U 33 psi Bank Pressure (Main LOX Pre-Press.)
5 25 psi Bank Pressure (Main Fuel Pre-Press.)
6 2,600 psi Bank Pressure
7 LOX Topping Tank Pressure
8 LOX Complex GNp Supply Pressure
9 First Stage Regulator Outlet Pressure
10 Second Stage Regulator Outlet Pressure
11 Storage Tank Pressure - Liquid Oxygen
12 Helium Fill Pressure
13 Nitrogen Fill Pressure
RANGE
0 - 6,000 psia
0 - 3,500 psig
0 - 800 psia
0-50 psia
0-50 psia
0 - 3,500 psia
0 - 150 psia
0 - 2,500 psig
0 - 1,000 psig
0 - 200 psig





GROUND MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS - AE-C MISSION
AGE Ground Monitoring (Concluded)
ITEM PARAMETER RANGE
lU Helium Gas Fill Temperature -150°F to 150°F
15 Nitrogen Gas Fill Temperature -50°F to 150°F
16 Helium Preload Pressure Strip Chart
17 Nitrogen Preload Pressure Strip Chart




1. McDonnell Douglas Memorandum A3-250-ADEO-721U9: "Nominal DSV-3P-1
Booster Propulsion System Flight Simulation with Nine TX351+-5 Solid
Motors (VTC)," dated 15 May 1972 (a nondeliverable document on file
at MDAC-W).
2. McDonnell Douglas Memorandum A3-250-ADEO-7112U: "Nominal Second Stage
Model DSV-3N-U Propulsion Flight Simulation (Non-Restart, e = 26.3:1),"
dated 26 March 1971 (a nondeliverable document on file at MDAC-W).
3. McDonnell Douglas Memorandum A3-250-AAC3-M-72-169: "Revised Velocity
Degradation Value for the MB-3 Model III Nominal Propulsion
Simulations," dated 13 April 1971 (a nondeliverable document on file
at MDAC-W).
U. Design Reviev Agreement A3-AAA3-262: "Total Vehicle Aerodynamic
Characteristics, Stretched Tank Isogrid Delta with 65" Fairing,"
dated 10 March 1971 (a nondeliverable document on file at MDAC-W).
5. McDonnell Douglas Memorandum A3-250-AAA3-M-73-085: "High Angle of
Attack Aerodynamic Characteristics for the AE-C Mission," dated
12 March 1973 (a nondeliverable document on file at MDAC-W).
6. McDonnell Douglas Memorandum A3-250-AAC3-M-73-101: "Trahstage Propellant
Utilization Study - Contract NAS7-811L," dated 2 March 1972 (transmitted

























Components of acceleration along the
vehicle axes: positive forward along
vehicle centerline; noxnal to the
vehicle pitch plane, to the right; and
n
down, respectively, ft/sec .
Radar azimuth angle: angle between
the radar site meridian and the pro-
jection of the radar line of sight
onto the plane tangent to the surface
of the earth at the radar site, positive
clockwise from north, deg.
Pitch angle of attack: angle between
the projection of the relative air
velocity vector onto the vehicle pitch
plane and the centerline of the vehicle,
positive nose up, deg.
Total angle of attack: angle between
the relative air velocity vector and
the vehicle centerline, deg.
Product of total angle of attack and
9dynamic pressure, deg-lb/ft .
Vehicle altitude: distance above mean
sea level measured along the noxnal to
the earth's surface (oblate spheroid)
















Yaw angle of attack: angle between
the projection of the relative air
velocity vector onto the vehicle yaw
plane and the centerline of the vehicle,
positive nose left, deg.
Difference.between vehicle centerline
azimuth angle, #', and the inertial flight
path azimuth angle, ?'_., positive for






Aerodynamic force directed along the
vehicle centerline opposing vehicle
notion, Ib.
2j(ft) Radar slant range: straight line dis-
tance from radar site to vehicle, ft or n.
Component of vehicle earth- fixed
velocity, along the radar line of
sight, ft/sec.
Motor yaw deflection angle: angle be-
tveen the thrust vector and the vehicle
pitch plane, positive nose left, deg.
Motor pitch deflection angle: angle be-
tween the projection of the thrust
vector onto the vehicle pitch plane and
the vehicle centerline, positive nose
up, deg.
Radar elevation angle: angle be-
tween the radar line of sight and the
plane tangent to the earth's surface at
the radar site, positive for vehicle



















0 SB ZL* ,xL
zL 63
OAIMA (Z)
or OAMMA SB Z
GAMMA SB 1 10
Instantaneous azimuth angle: angle be-
tween the launch iite meridian and the
plane perpendicular to the surface of
the earth at the launch site containing
the vehicle, positive clockwise froa
north, deg.
Thrust components in vehicle coordinates;
PX positive forward, positive P yaws
nose to the left, positive P pitches
nose up, Ib.
Total resultant gravity vector due to
attractive force of the earth measured
in the x*
ft/sec2.
L' * L' coordinate system j
Components of gravity due to attrac-
tive force of the earth measured in a
coordinate system where x1. is positive
north, y'L ia positive east, and z' is
positive toward the center of the earth
along a line connecting the vehicle and
the earth's center, ft/sec .
Plight path elevation angle, nan-
inertial: angle between the rotating
earth velocity vector, V, and the
launch tangent (x-y) plane, positive
for vehicle moving in the direction of
the minus z axis, deg.
Plight path elevation angle, non-
inert ial: angle between the rotating
earth velocity vector, V , and the
local tangent plane, positive for ve-







GAMMA SB II* ii
GAMMA SB 2
 T
GAMMA SB 21 r2I
GAMMA SB 21* r '2I
Flight path elevation angle, inertial:
angle between the total inertial
velocity vector, V_, and the local tan-
gent plane, positive for vehicle moving
away from the earth, deg.
Flight path elevation angle, inertial:
angle between the total inertial
velocity vector, V_, and a plane per-
pendicular to the radius vector from
the center of the earth to the vehicle
positive for vehicle moving away from
the earth, deg.
Flight path azisruth angle, non-inertial:
angle between the local (instantaneous)
meridian and the projection of the
rotating earth relative velocity vec-
tor, V , onto the local tangent plane,
positive clockwise from true north, deg.
Flight path azimuth angle, inertial:
angle between the local meridian and
the projection of the total
velocity vector, VT, onto the local tan-
gent plane, positive clockwise from true
north, deg.
Flight path azirsuth angle, inertial:
angle betveen the local meridian and
the projection of the total velocity
vector, V., onto a plane perpendicular
to the radius vector froa the center of
earth to the vehicle, positive clockwise











































Orbit Inclination angle: angle be-
tween the satellite orbit plane and the
earth's equatorial plane measured counter-
clockwise from due east at the ascending
node, ranging from zero degrees for a
west-to-east orbit to ISO degrees for an
east-to-west orbit, deg.
Total aerodynamic moments about the nor-
mal to the vehicle pitch and yaw planes,
respectively; M positive for pitch-up




Instantaneous vehicle longitude measured
positive west and negative east from
Greenwich, England, deg.
Nondimensional aerodynamic forces nor-
mal to vehicle pitch and yaw planes,
respectively; N positive left and N
positive up.
Attitude control program rates, angular
velocities about vehicle axes X , Y ,
m m
Z , respectively, deg/sec.
m
See "THETA SB I"
See "D-THETA SB I" '
Vehicle Instantaneous geocentric roll
angle, deg.
See "THETA SB M"
See "D-THETA SB M"
Atmospheric pressure, Ib/ft





























•agio betveen the loesl neridiaa and
tte projection of ttea yehiole cente?-
line onto & plane perpendicular to
the radlufl vector froa the center of
the earth to the vehicle, positive
clocfciriee from true north, deg.
See "TRB2A SB M"
See "D-THETA SB M"
l^ rnaoic pressure, Ib/ft .
flee "P 68 M"
Znatantaneoufi distance froa the center
of the earth to the whicle, ft.
Instantaneous earth radius, .measured
from the center of the earth to the
point vhere the perpendicular from
the vehicle to the earth1 s surface
intersects the earth's surface, ft.
See "P SB M"
Surface range: instantaneous vehicle
range along the earth's surface, based
on the subtended arc and the mean
earth radius from launch to present
position, ft or n. mi.
Instantaneous vehicle geographic latitude:
angle measured in the meridian plane
between the equatorial plane and the line
from the vehicle perpendicular to the









IAD SB P 32
TAD SB R
TAP SB PHI












latitude: angle between the equa-
torial plane and the. radius vector
from the center of the earth to the
vehicle, positive north of the equator,
dag.
Radar polarization look angle: angle be-
tween the projection of the vehicle center-
line on a plane perpendicular to the redar
line of eight end the line of intersection
of the plane containing the radar line of
sight, perpendicular to the earth's surface
at the radar site, positive counterclock-
wise from the apparent vertical (line of
Intersection) as viewed looking along the
radar line of sight, dag'
Roll radar look angle: angle between the
vehicle yaw plane and the projection of
the radar line of sight onto the vehicle
roll plane, measured clockwise from the
pitch (positive Y ) axis as viewed from
the rear of the vehicle, deg.
Total radar look angle: angle between
the vehicle centerline and the radar line
of sight, measured from the rear of the
vehicle, deg.
180° -TT
Atmospheric temperature, degrees RanfcLne.
Baler angles specifying the orientation
*,
of the vehicle guidance inertial plat-
form (i system) vlth respect to the in-





































coincident vith the rotating, earth-
fixed (e) coordinate system at the
time of launch. Order of rotation:
0 . about Z (positive turning X into
T i, 6. about T. (positive turning
eo i eo
Z into X ), f>.about X, (positive
eo eo i i
turning T Into Z ), deg.
of Baler
and $., deg/sec.
Vehicle centerline elevation angle:
angle between the vehicle centerline
and a plane perpendicular to the radius
vector from the center of the earth to
the vehicle, positive for vehicle nose
pointing away from the earth, deg.
Baler angles specifying the orientation
of the vehicle axes ( X , Y , Z ) with
• * m* m' . m7
respect to the inertial reference plat-
form (i system). Order of rotation:
pitch, 9 about Y (positive turning
Z. into X ); yaw, ^  about Z (positiveBI nx m . ill
turning X into Y ); and roll, 6 aboutm m ' • TQ
(positive turning Tm into r deg.
Rate of change of Euler angles 9 , _,
m m
and ^  , deg/sec.
Total vehicle thrust, Ib.
Instantaneous time, measured from lift-
off, sec.
























•urth paraaeter aeaeured in the equatorial
plane, distance froa the enter of the
earth to a perpendicular to the equatorial
plane passing through the intersection of
the Boraal frost the vehicle vith the
earth's surface, ft.
Vehicle velocity •saeured relative to
the launch point on a rotating earth
(i.e., the origin of the X^ , T^ , Z^
cr x, y, c coordinate eyste»s), ft/sec.
Vehicle acceleration along the flight
path, •easttred with reepeet to the
. 2
launch point, ft/see •
velocity, Measured with reepeet
to a geocentric non-rotating, "inertial"
reference cyetem, ft/eee.
Ratio of vehicle instantaneous inertia!
Telocity to circular satellite velocity
at the instantaneous altitude.
Velocity loss due to total angle of
attack, ft/sec.
Velocity loas due to aerodynamic chord
force, ft/sec.
Velocity loss due to gravity, ft/eec.
Velocity Loas due to normal force, ft/sec.




















































Instantaneous vehicle weight, Ib.
Wind azimuth angle: angle between the
local (instantaneous) meridian and the
direction from which the wind is blowing
measured in a plane parallel to the local
tangent plane, positive clockwise from
true north, deg.
Local wind speed, measured relative to
a rotating earth, ft/sec.
Instantaneous center of gravity measured
positive aft of vehicle station zero, ft.
Right-handed cartesian coordinate system
with the origin located at mean sea
level at the launch site and rotating
with the earth: X is positive north.ee '
Y is positive east, and Z is posi-
ee . ee
tive inward, ft.
Velocity components relative to the
X . Y , Z coordinate system, ft/sec-ee' ee' ee • • , • * . ' '
Right-handed cartesian coordinate system
with the origin located at mean sea
level at the launch site and rotating
with the earth: X is positive in the
direction of the intended flight (launch)
azimuth, Y is positive to the right,
and Z is.positive inward perpendicular
to the surface of the earth, ft.

















GP 2 Azimuth angle from the launcher to the
location of the impact or intercept
point, deg.
GP6 Argument of perigee: angular distance
measured from the ascendinc node to
perigee in the direction of motion,
ranging from 0 to 360 degrees, dec.
GP U True anomaly at start of glide, deg.
GP 2 True anomaly at impact or intercept
altitude, deg.
GP 6 Declination of outgoing asymptote of
hyperbolic orbit angle between outgoing
asymptote and equatorial plane, ranging
frpm -90 degrees at the South celestial
pole to +90 decrees at the North celestial .
pole., deg.
GP 1* Ratio of vehicle instantaneous inertial
velocity to circular satellite velocity
at the instantaneous altitude.
GP It Eccentricity of the instantaneous conic
(2-D) trajectory.'
GP 6 Energy per unit mass of the vehicle based
on a zero potential energy at the surface
2 2
of the earth at the launch point, ft /sec .
GP 2 Flight path elevation angle at impact on
earth or intercept of a predetermined alti-
tude, inertial (corresponding to S )• angle
between the total inertial velocity vector
at impact, VT , and the plane at the surface
f
of the earth perpendicular to the radius
vector from the center of the earth to the
point of impact, negative for vehicle



















Flight path azimuth angle at impact on
earth or intercept of a predetermined
altitude, inertial (corresponding to Sf ) :
angle between the impact point meridian
and the projection of the total inertial
velocity vector at impact, VT , onto the
fplane at the surface of the earth perpen-
dicular to the radius vector from the cen-
ter of the earth to the point of impact ,
positive clockwise from true north, deg.
Orbit inclination angle: angle between
the satellite orbit plane and the earth's
equatorial plane measured counterclockwise
from due east at the ascending node, ranging
from zero degrees for a west-to-east orbit
to 180 degre'es for an east-to-west orbit
 r
deg.
Longitude of vehicle impact on earth or
intercept of a predetermined altitude
(corresponding to Sf ) , deg.
Orbital period of the instantaneous conic
(2-D) trajectory, min.
Radial distance from the center of the
earth to apogee of the instantaneous
conic (2-D) trajectory, n. mi.
Radius of the earth at impact, n. mi.
Radial distance from the center of the
earth to perigee of the instantaneous
conic (2-D) trajectory, n. mi.
Geographic latitude of vehicle impact on































Geocentric latitude of vehicle impact on
earth or intercept of a predetermined
altitude , deg.
Product of the average earth radius and
the central angle (in radians) traversed
during glide, n. ml.
Predicted impact or intercept range,
assuming vacuum trajectory, baaed on
instantaneous position and velocity
coordinates, n. mi.
Time since or to perigee at start of
glide, sec.
Time since or to perigee at the impact
on earth or intercept of a predetermined
altitude, sec.
Time to impact on earth or intercept of
a predetermined altitude, measured from
liftoff, sec.
Apogee velocity (inertial) of the glide
phase orbit, ft/sec.
Total velocity at impact on earth or
intercept of a predetermined altitude
(corresponding to S ), assuming vacuum
re-entry, measured with respect to a
geocentric non-rotating "inertial"
reference system, ft/sec.
Hyperbolic excess velocity, ft /sec.
Perigee velocity (inertial) of the glide
phase, orbit, ft /sec.
A-13
PROGRAM A860 * 3D TRAJECTORY
AB60 8D 19 RR CASE PAGE
jj- . -?-rrtTS
2 GAMMA SB j,
3 THETA bB L
4 /2AK4MA COViAnnA **"
5 PS! SB i
6 R SB C
6 MACH
9 A SB XB
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11 E STAR 1
12 M SB Y
*4 vi a i M c c ft13 VtU Uw&a C
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R ( A )
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TAU SB R 1
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BETA
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BD 19 HR 1












BEGIN STAGE J PITCH
BEGUf STAGE-I- YAW PROOF
2 ^7567
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A B 6 0 BD 19 RR 1 C A S E
END FIRST PITCH RATE - STAGE I
PAGE
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AB60 8D IV RR 1 CASE 2
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AB60 BD 19 RR 1 CASE PAGE 12
..- grey aco-prm- r g rvn ' r t f l T'C'-»— q-nrrrg — {
BEGIN THIRD PITCH RATE - STAGE I
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PION SOLID MOTORS (THREE)
-3 Q-j. CLil /V 4 "74 Alt *.KO
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AB60 BO 19 HR 1 C A S E
END STAGE I ROLL PROGRAM
PAGE 31
•iND--S-Wi-I--YA!f-
BEGIN EIGHTH PITCH RATE - STAGE'I
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